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ysis of the microproperties of the strings themselves”. Cariani’s rhetorical question (1991,
p.776) is apposite: “If we randomly come across a computer simulation and we have no clue
as to its purpose, can we tell if its computations are emergent?”
Eventually, however, the secret is revealed. Pressing button
￿ causes one of a large number
of facts expressed in English (or implications generated from them) to be selected at random
from a knowledge base, encoded in ASCII and transmitted to box B which then checks for
‘truth’ against its own knowledge base (containing almost identical facts but differently ex-
pressed and encoded) and lights the red lamp in the case of ‘true strings’. Conversely, press-
ing button
￿ causes a ‘false string’ to be transmitted, so lighting the green lamp. According
to Dennett: “The point of the fable is simple. There is no substitute for the intentional stance;
either you adopt it, and explain the pattern by ﬁnding the semantic level facts, or you will
forever be bafﬂed by the regularity – the causal regularity – that is manifestly there” (p.421).
In other words, we must ﬁnd the right level of abstraction – that at which the properties be-
come semantically interpretable by virtue of the new concepts and corresponding vocabulary
that we employ. And once we have settled on the right, semantically interpretable level of
abstraction, our surprise evaporates.
But if surprise evaporates, there is a tendency to feel almost ‘cheated’. Critics often say8
when claims of emergent behaviour are made: “What else could the system do?” But is
this criticism as valid as it seems? Franklin (1995, note 10, p.207) offers what, to me, is
a very satisfactory riposte to this kind of remark. Citing the objection9 to Wilson’s (1985)
artiﬁcial creature ‘Animat’ that: “He seems ... to have been jury-rigged to do what his
creators wanted!”, Franklin responds:
“Yes, of course. Every autonomous agent is ‘jury-rigged,’ that is, designed
and/or evolved to couple with its environment or to learn to do so.”
8I have certainly suffered this criticism in anonymous peer reviews of my own work.
9Credited to David Lee Larom.
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